CONTENT CREATION WITH LIMELIGHT EDGE COMPUTE SERVICES

Limelight’s edge cloud eliminates the cost and complexity of utilizing traditional cloud computing environments for content creation. Edge computing instances are embedded in our global backbone of distributed PoPs and provide ready-made access to last-mile providers. Limelight offers flexible compute options, including both virtualized and bare metal compute as well as the ability to deploy custom hardware configurations in Limelight’s global data centers. Limelight’s edge compute services offer the same high performance as the most popular public clouds at considerably lower total cost of ownership.

VIRTUALIZED COMPUTE SERVICES

Limelight offers global virtualized compute capacity that makes it easy to scale and grow as your needs change. Intel processors and SSD storage deliver high-performance for any compute task. Multiple virtual Linux server configurations are available with varying levels of CPU, RAM, storage, and network bandwidth to meet your specific requirements. An easy to use control panel lets you manage and monitor your deployments as well as load-balance or backup your configuration. APIs and a command-line interface are also available to manage your configuration.

BARE METAL COMPUTE SERVICES

Dedicated bare metal servers are available to give you compute power where you need it without having to share resources or deal with hypervisors. Limelight offers an array of hardware configurations featuring Intel and AMD processors with multiple levels of physical cores, RAM, storage, and network bandwidth. Servers can be deployed in as little as seven minutes and managed with powerful APIs and DevOps integrations.

CUSTOM HARDWARE COLOCATION SERVICES

For applications that require specialized compute configurations, Limelight offers the ability to deploy your custom hardware configuration in our global data centers. Limelight has more than 80 data centers and peering with more than 900 ISPs and cloud service providers, making it easy for you to achieve the broadest reach and connectivity.

LIMELIGHT’S EDGE CLOUD

Limelight’s edge compute services have direct access to all the services of our edge cloud, including our secure QoS-enabled global private IP backbone with more than 80 points of presence and peering relationships with 900+ ISPs. Our edge compute services make it easy to create digital content in the cloud and offer significantly lower egress charges when using our CDN to deliver your content. Limelight provides free unrestricted 24/7/365 live customer support to help you with everything including deployment, configuration, and complex integrations.

To learn more about how Limelight’s Edge Compute services help lower costs and provide unmatched flexibility for creating digital content, please visit https://www.limelight.com/products/iot-and-edge-cloud/, email info@llnw.com, or call 1-602-850-5000.

ABOUT LIMELIGHT NETWORKS

Limelight’s edge services platform includes a unique combination of global private infrastructure, intelligent software, and expert support services that enable current and future workflows. For more information, visit www.limelight.com, follow us on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.
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